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Alalignmentis the problem ofgetting an AIsystem, potentially more intelligent
and capable than any individual human or human civilisation altogether, to do

whatwe want. To this end itseems robustlyuseful tounderstandthe structure

ofknowledge andcomputations containedwithinneural networks. This will not

solve Alignmenton itsown, butitseems hard toimagine good outcomes thatdo not
involve radical progress on this front(for some definition of"understand"which

mightappearin a centence like GPTSafe understands GPT-4 underlands GPT-5...).

The high level principles behindour approach

1. Knowledge is a Singularity:we assume thatthe Arcture ofknowledge
andcomputations encodedin a trainedneural network is reflectedin thefuture
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2. Structure is constructed over Training:we assume thatthe structure of
the final trainedweightwe is a function ofthe structures presentin special
intermediate statesoftraining wi,...,w which we callweights,
andtransformations between these structures.
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3.Critical weightsfrom Phase Transitions -we assume thatthe important
changes in structure areassociatedwithphase transitions (ofthe Bayesian

posterior for example) andthatthese transitions can bedetectedcheaply during training,
by developing andlooking for divergences in generalised susceptibilities.
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4.Structural inference is scalable we assume thatgiven a critical weightwit
thatthe relevanthange in structure towit, can be effectively inferredfrom
analysis of the model near wit, wit. We call a device which performs this (and other
structural inference) a spectroscopic probe by analogy withdevices probing
band structure ofmaterials in solidstate physics.
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This probablydepends on whatwe call the LocalityHypothesis:itis possible tochoose the
critical weightssuch thatthe transitions wit ->Wi involve only a (relatively) small
number ofdirections in weightspace,or at leastthatstructure decompose in such a way.
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5. Structure is Interpretable:we assume thatthe structures thereby inferred, andtheir

transformations, serve usefullyas "signs"for reasoning aboutandinterpreting the

knowledge andcomputations encodedin the network. Thatis, we assume

· Some structures can be putincorrespondence with human recognisable
concepts, logical rules, etc., by forexample tracking phone transitions

in performance in evaluations andassociating this with resultsfrom
structural inference.

· the signs andtheir relations can be usedtoundertand circuits and

other internal structures. Note the relation between structure in

theabove sense and"network structure"in the sense ofarchitecture

is nontrivial.

Thisseems to dependtosome degree on the Universality Hypothesis which assertsthat

independentlytrained networks (on the same data) will discover similar structures,
and moreover thatthese structures are similar tothe ones humans see in the data.

Butthere is no fundamental obstacle toming ML on top ofthe structural inference.
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